Solar auto irrigation control (SAIC) using resistivity measurement at multiple points
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Abstract

In this article, a special type of microcontroller named as Arduino Nano 3.0 (ATMega 328) is used for the operation of an automatic irrigation system which is powered by solar energy. Here, the resistivity of soil is measured with the use of electrode (resistivity sensor). Through this type of irrigation system the farmer can use automatic ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ system for water pump for irrigation. A complete hardware implementation is also presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

In India, mostly agriculture irrigation depends on rain or artificial resources like canal and well. Natural resource of irrigation is raining, but the period of rain is too small, so totally agriculture depends on artificial resource. Water pumps are established for irrigation, but in India electricity supply is not abundance, so by harnessing solar energy electricity consumption reduces [1-2]. Farmers usually visit the site for observing water level and weather conditions to control water pump manually. This leads to waste of electricity and water due to unplanned manually switching of the water pump. Thus, this brings the need to move to automation of irrigation system [3-5].

Automatic irrigation system is designed for proper level of water for growing up the plants in all seasons by using solar energy, which is cheap and abundant on earth. In the absence of farmers, proper functioning of water pump ON/OFF is held automatically and maintains the water requirement in the field [6]. Farmers get notification when the water pump is ON/OFF by GSM mode. With the development of automatic irrigation technology, water and electricity conservation along with automation of irrigation system is achieved [7-8].

2. Microcontroller

In this we have used Arduino Nano, which has microcontroller ATMega328 as a main board. The size of Arduino Nano is a petite, inclusive, and PCB-friendly board based on the ATMega328. It has more or less the same functionality of the Arduino Duemilanove, but in a different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and works with a Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard one. The design of Arduino Nano was developed by Gravitech. At pin 30, 6-20 V unregulated (not pure DC) external power supply is applied at pin 27 around 5V regulated power supply is applied. Pin diagram of Arduino Nano is shown in figure 1. Table 1 shows the various specification of the Microcontroller.

![Arduino Nano 3.0 Pin Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1: Pin Diagram of Microcontroller Arduino Nano 3.0.**

**Table 1: Specification of Arduino Nano 3.0**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arduino Nano 3.0</th>
<th>ATMega328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working Voltage</td>
<td>5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage</td>
<td>7-12 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog Input Pins</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Current per I/O Pin</td>
<td>40 milli-Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>0.73 mm x 1.70 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Speed</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Working principle

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of solar automatic irrigation in which a solar panel is used with solar tracker to improve the efficiency of the system and maintain the voltage throughout the day.
We have used servo motor and LDR to make solar tracker. The battery is charged up to 12V. The voltage is given to microcontroller which controls the whole function. The function provided by Arduino are taking input from moisture sensor device, controlling pump ON/OFF as per the moisture in the field through electromagnetic relay. The pump is ON when any of the two sensors are dry and OFF when all the three sensors are wet. This whole process is shown on the LCD provided. In addition to this, farmer present at remote area are also get cell notification through device called SIM 900 in a mobile. Thus irrigation of agriculture field can be automatically controlled without wastage of water and absence of farmers.

Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Solar Automatic Irrigation Using Arduino Nano.

4. Result and discussion

This project thus helps to sense the moisture level in the field by measuring the resistance between the electrode points. When any two of the sensor resistance is high the microcontroller gives signal to relay & thus pump is switch ON automatically till all the 3 electrodes sensors resistance becomes low. Thus the project shown below is very useful and easy to solve the problem of irrigation in ground. After checking the soil, if it is dry then farmer get the message in the mobile for switch ON the pump and if it is wet then also farmer get message for switch OFF the pump. Fig 3 shows the hardware of Solar Auto Irrigation Control (SAIC) system.

Fig. 3: Hardware of Solar Auto Irrigation System.

5. Conclusion

The Arduino Nano microcontroller is an important device for precise dampness control in irrigation field. This project helps to remove error generated by humans in adjusting dampness level to make the most of net profits by saving in water. The key features of this project are use of solar energy with solar tracker closed loop automatic irrigation system and water usage monitoring. This irrigation system allows enlargement in places with water shortage thereby humanizing sustainability. We have used electrode made up of copper PCB, which is cheaper than a soil moisture sensor. To solve social, economic and environmental and society problem for one’s country which it will lead to development, this type of solar system is very helpful for these purposes.
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